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OF SIMPLY CONNECTED REGIONS !

ROY W. PENGRA

ABSTRACT.   Let 0 be a simply connected proper neighborhood of the

origin in the complex plane.   Let   0  be a one to one conformai mapping of

the unit disk onto   0, with   <p(0) = 0.  The most general one to one conformai

mapping of Ö onto itself which fixes the origin has the form f\(z) = (j>(\4>~\z)),

where   |x| = 1.   It is shown that the set of   A   for which /»   is entire and non-

linear has Lebesgue measure zero on the unit circle.   The proof depends in

part upon properties of solutions,   <f>, of the functional equation f(4>(w)) =

<p(\w),  where  / is an entire, nonlinear function,  /(0) = 0  and   |X| = 1.

1. Introduction.   Let Q be an open, simply connected, proper subset of

the complex plane containing the origin.  Let </> be a one to one conformai

mapping of the unit disk onto fi with <p(Ó) = 0.  For each À £ C, |/\| = 1,  put

(1) fx{z) = cf>(\cf>- Hz))        (z e 0).

By the uniqueness assertion of the Riemann mapping theorem, /^   is the most

general one to one conformai mapping of O onto itself which leaves the origin

fixed.  Our main result, to be proven in §3, is

Theorem 1.   The set of À for which f^  is entire and nonlinear has Le-

besgue measure zero on the unit circle.

It is an old conjecture, apparently first made by Kasner [4] in 1912, that

the set of À  considered in Theorem 1 is in fact empty.  Actually, Kasner was

interested in the following problem:   Given an entire, nonlinear function /

with /(0) = 0 and /'(0) = A, find a function cp,  holomorphic in a neighborhood

of the origin, which satisfies

(2) ficpiw)) = rp{\w);        0(0) = 0,     cp'{0)4 0.

It was known as early as 1884 [5] that (2) always has a solution if |A.| 4 1-

Kasner [4] conjectured that there are no solutions if |À| = 1. If / has the form

(1), then clearly cp  is a solution of (2).  Fatou [2], while studying the sequence
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of iterates of an entire function, showed that if (2) has a solution cp with

|À| = 1,  then cp is one to one on its disk of convergence at the origin, and

hence / has the form (1).  We will give a slightly stronger result in §2 needed

for the proof of Theorem 1.

Originally, equation (2) arose in the study of fixed points of holomorphic

mappings.  Its interest lies in the fact that a solution can be regarded as a

change of coordinates making the mapping / linear.   It has also been studied

in several variables.  For an account of the fixed point theory and a fairly

complete bibliography we refer the reader to Guckenheimer [3].  For a sum-

mary of partial results on the nonexistence of solutions to (2) when  |A| = 1,

see Cremer [l].

2.  The functional equation.   Throughout this section,  / will denote an

entire, nonlinear function with /(0) = 0 and /'(0) = À,  where  |A| = 1. For

any positive integer  n, f    will denote the  72th iterate of /,  i.e.  / composed

with itself  ?2 times.

If cp is a solution of (2), then by applying / to the equation n times, we

obtain:

(3) fni<piw)) = cp(Xnw)       (n > 1).

Suppose X" = 1  for some  72.  Then (3) would show that / (cp(w)) = cp(w).

Since cp (O) 4 0,  this would imply that / (2) = 2  in some neighborhood of the

origin, hence for all 2,  since / is entire.  From this it easily follows that /

would be one to one and onto the whole plane, contradicting the assumption

that / is nonlinear.  Thus, equation (2) has no solutions when À  is a root of

unity.

Theorem 2.  Suppose equation (2) has a solution for some À,  with  |À| = 1.

Then f is a one to one mapping of a simply connected set SI onto itself, and

the solution cp  is a one to one conformai mapping of a bounded disk D,  cen-

tered at the origin, onto Q.  Moreover,  cp cannot be analytically continued

across any boundary point of D.

Proof.   Let  R  be the (possibly infinite) radius of convergence of the pow-

er series expansion of cp at the origin.  Put D = {w e C : \w\ < R\.

Let Wy, w2eD  and suppose that cp(w ^) = cf>(w2).   By (3), we then have

(A) cp(Xnwl) = cp(Xnw2)    for all 72 > 1.

Without loss of generality, assume  \wA < \wA.   Then wx - rpw    for some
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T] £ C, \r¡\ < 1.   Equation (4) then shows that the functions  cf>(w)  and cf>(r¡w),

both holomorphic on D, agree on the set {Xnw2S°°_,.   By the remarks above,

X is not a root of unity, hence this set has a limit point on  D,  so cp(w) =

cp(r¡w) tot all w e D.   The assumption that </> (0) 4 0 then implies that 77 = 1

and therefore that cp  is one to one on D.

Let fi = cp(D).   Then fi is a simply connected set, and by (2), / maps

fi onto itself. Since f(z) = cpAXcp    (z)) fot 2 e fi,  /is also one to one on fi.

If R = 00,  then c/> would be an entire, one to one function, and hence be lin-

ear.   But (2) would then imply that / was also linear, contrary to assumption.

Therefore,  R < 00.

Suppose   |z27  I = R,  and that cp can be analytically continued to a neigh-

borhood N of 722      Then (3) shows that / (cp(X~nw)) defines an analytic con-

tinuation of cp in the neighborhood X"N of Xnw.. Since the sets {A"Ai}00=.

cover the boundary of D,  this contradicts the fact that cp  must have a singu-

larity on its circle of convergence.  Thus, the proof is complete.

3.  The main result.   Let fi  be any simply connected neighborhood of the

origin in  C, other than the whole plane.  Let cp be a one to one conformai

mapping from the unit disk onto fi with cp(0) = 0.  For each X e C,  |A| < 1,

put

(1) fx(z) = cp(Xcp-1(z)) (2 £  fi).

If none of the functions />, |A| = 1,  are entire and nonlinear, then there

is nothing to prove in Theorem 1.  So, for the rest of the section, suppose that

/,     is entire and nonlinear for some  Xn, \XJ = 1.
'Ag o' '   o1

By Theorem 2,  cp is then one to one on its disk of convergence,  D =

{w£C: \w\ < R\.  Let fi' « cp(D).  Since  1 < R < 00, fi C fi '   and fi'  is not the

whole plane.  Also, /.   is defined and holomorphic on fi' for all X, \X\ < 1.

It follows from (1) that /. (0) = 0 for all X,  hence we can write:

CO

(5) fx{z) = ^   cn(X)z»,

n=L

where the series converges, for each X,  in every disk centered at the origin

which is contained in fi'.  Let rQ  be the radius of the largest disk in fi   cen-

tered at the origin.  Since fi' is not the whole plane, rQ < 00.   Let r(X) be the

radius of convergence of the series (5).  Then we have

(6) r(X) > rQ     tot all  A,   |A| < 1.

Using this notation, Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of
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Theorem 1'.   r(eie) = rQ a.e,  [dd].

In order to prove Theorem 1 , we will consider the coefficients  c (X) of

the series (5).  Put

oo

(7) cp(w) = £   anwn       (\w\ < R)

72=1

and
oo

(8) cp-\z)= £ Kz"    (N <■'<>)•

n=l

By substituting the power series (7) and (8) into equation (1), we obtain:

(9) c (X) =   Y   a     \       Y       (b.   ■■■ b.   )\Xm        (n > 1).
i I 1 772     (

m = 1 I V777        .   _ I
I       -T *' I

In particular,  c  (X)   is a polynomial in À  satisfying

(10) c (0) = 0     and     dc(0)/dX=a.b (n > l).

Lemma 1.   There exists a constant M < °o  so ¿¿>¿z/ /or a// /z > 1  tzW a//

A, |A| < 1, I^U)!1/«^.

Proof.   Let 0 < R, < R.   Let D' = {w £ C : H < Rji.  Since D' is a com-

pact subset of D,  there exists a constant C < oo  so that  |</>(t^)| < C tot all

t27 e D'.   Let  0 < r < rQ  be chosen so that {z e C : |jst) < r\ Ç cp(D').   Then for

all X, \X\ < 1,  and all z, \z\ < r, \fK(z)\ = \cf>(Xcp-l(z))\ < C.   Cauchy's ine-

qualities then give   \cn(X)\ < C/r" i°r all tz >  1   and all X,  \X\ < 1.  The lem-

ma now follows by taking ?2th roots.

Lemma 2.   Let cp  be holomorphic and one to one on a disk D.   Let fi =

ft(D).  If cp cannot be analytically continued across any boundary point of D,

then cf>~    cannot be analytically continued across any boundary point of fi.

Proof.  Suppose  cf>~    can be analytically continued in some neighborhood

N of a point on the boundary of fi.  Since cp~    is nonconstant, the zeros of

the derivative of cp       ate isolated in N.   It follows that at some point of the

boundary of fi  in N,  cp~    has a holomorphic inverse.  However, this inverse

would be an analytic continuation of cp across some boundary point of D,

contradicting the assumption.

Proof of Theorem 1 .   By (10),  c (X)/X is a polynomial whose value at

the origin is  aAo .   Since   \c (X)/X\ is subharmonic on  C, we have
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1   «' - 27r Jo

>'")
I/«

277^0 « '

We therefore obtain,

lira sup |&J1/n = lim sup|fl1fcji|1/',<lim sup — f2" \cn(ei6)\ Un dO

1     T277- .. \      I   i—  I       lim sup \c (e
?nJ0 rl   "
— il n

2nJ0

9Ml/n.

where the last inequality is a consequence of Lemma 1 and Fatou's lemma.

By Theorem 2 and Lemma 2, <p~    cannot be analytically continued across

any boundary point of fi .  Thus, the radius of convergence of the series (8)

is  r_.   The above inequality can therefore be rewritten as

1_     1_ Ç2tr     1

r'YrrJo    7(7l
-de.

r(el°)

However, by (6),   l/r(ei0) < l/rQ for all 6,  therefore r(eid) = rQ a.e. [dd],

completing the proof.

Postscript.   Since this paper was submitted, the author has been in corre-

spondence with I. N. Baker who informed him of the following result:

If / is a nonlinear entire function, then the set of entire functions g so

that figiz)) - g{f{z))  is countable.  (See Math. Z. 79 (1962), 243-249; 104(1968),

252-256.)

If   |A| = \X'\ = 1,  then f f\f x(z)) = f^ifjiz)).   It follows that the set con-

sidered in Theorem 1 is at most countable.

This result is obtained by considerably different methods than those used

in the present paper and the quantitative information in Theorem 1   concern-

ing the radius of convergence of /    does not follow from them.

Professor Baker also informed the author of the work done by C. L. Siegel

(Ann. of Math. 43 (1942), 6Ö7-612) and by H. Rüssmann (J. Math. Mech. 17

(1967), 523—532) which shows that Kasner's conjecture is false.
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ABSTRACT.   It is proved in this note that a quasinormal Toeplitz oper-

ator is either normal or analytic.

1.  Introduction and the Theorem.  Let  Lp  be the Lebesgue space on

the unit circle and let //*'  be the corresponding Hardy space for 1 <p < + oo.

The Toeplitz operator T ,   with symbol  cp in L°°  is the operator on H    de-

fined by Tyßf = P(cf>f) tot f £ H   , where  P  is the orthogonal projection of

L     onto H .   A Toeplitz operator  T ,   is analytic if its symbol  cp is in H°°.

In this case  T ,   is simply the multiplication on  H     by  cp with the multipli-

cation on L     by  cp as its normal extension.   Thus any analytic Toeplitz

operator is subnormal.   We recall that an operator is subnormal if it is the

restriction of some normal operator to one of its invariant subspaces.  P. R.

Halmos [2] raised the following interesting question: Is every subnormal

Toeplitz operator either normal or analytic?   The answer is not known yet.

Some partial results are given in [3].   As a test question for this problem

one may ask if quasinormal Toeplitz operators are either normal or analy-
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